The Lean Design Forum just completed in Milwaukee will be
remembered for many things-it was "all design, all the time" as
Markku Allison recounted, it began a robust discussion of the role
of PPC (percent plan complete) in the design process and it featured
both leading edge technology and how to use lean principles in
managing a design firm. But the lasting image of the Conference
may well be Greg Howell walking into the first morning session with
a vicious Cockatiel captured in his small travel bag, and evidence of
the viciousness displayed on Greg's bleeding hands. This, of
course, was not Greg's first run in with the fostered feathered fiend.
He (Greg) appeared the evening before the commencement of the Forum at the Cocktail
Reception sponsored by the Wisconsin Community of Practice (thank you Rob Chartier and
all) with his shirt untucked. Turns out he was not trying to portray an aging Metrosexual but that
he had removed his shirt in trying to help a group of kids in the park he had just passed capture
the stray Cockatiel. The same keen eye and perception that we rely on at LCI for identifying
quirks in construction production, Greg trained on the missing bird the following morning.
Apparently the Cockatiel was lying in the gutter, having spent the night on the streets. The good
Samaritan Howell was only trying to assist the bird (he later told the Game Warden to whom he
delivered custody) when the beak flashed out and met his fleshy paw. The story of the capture,
the battle and the subdual of the felonious fowl was relayed to the Forum because Greg had his
mike on when he delivered the homeless hisser to John Law.
When the dust (and the tail feathers) settled, the important work of the Forum could begin. We
will have .pdfs, Camtasia or video replays of most of the presentations available soon on the
website. However, watching them in isolation conveys very little of the power of what we were
able to learn at the Forum. It just reminds me that we keep acting as a community who's
powerful light is kept under a basket. Todd Henderson of Boulder Associates took us
through "Leaning Your Design Practice," with stories of both success and more importantly,
failure, as they tried a number of "tools" until they found things that worked for them. David
Morgareidge of RTKL went through the amazing work he is doing in simulations-broadening
the horizon of "knowable" information in design. Samir Emdanat from Ghafarri Associates
shared his work in designing how to design. His presentation was followed up by Erik Ubersax
and Andrew Flanigan of Devenney Associates who discussed how Samir's design process
worked in real time in designing the replacement hospital at Alta Bates for Sutter. Mike Perry of
Affinity Health Care and Scott Lindvall of HGA walked us through how they used a universal
room platform in an Affinity hospital to share pre-post op patient space with emergency room
space, savings millions of dollars for the program. Stacey Root of Boulder Associates
wrapped up the presentations with the triumphs and frustrations of using lean design principles
in a major medical office building for Sutter on Van Ness in San Francisco.
Board Member Dan Fauchier of the ReAlignment Group then facilitated a workshop in how
we would take what we learned in the Forum out into the real world. Forum participants decided
to concentrate on six areas where work needs to be done to enhance and move lean principles
forward in design and settled on these ideas for doing that:
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The group also developed a commitment log where 20 people committed to help implement the
recommendations. We'll be following those commitments and report on "ppc" soon. The
Plus/Delta also established that we were on the right track in the Forum:

Thanks to all who contributed to make the Design Forum a success. Participation is important
to make the conversations we convene meaningful-please plan on attending the Congress this
year (October 54-7 in Pasadena) and the remainder of our major meetings. The next Design
Forum will be early winter in Berkeley (most likely) so keep your calendars open.
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